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Situation:  The pharmaceutical industry needed to respond to the 
implementation of a 
a silo-budget d
quality of care for Veterans was being jeopardized by
decisions and treatment guidelines.

Actions:  Conducted economic analyses refuting the VA’s hy
developed 
working with the company’s alliance development group to resurrect 
Veterans 
and analysis about access 
 
Worked with company sales representatives responsible for the VA to collect information 
about problems with the VA’s national formulary, including information from physicians who 
felt that the quality of clinical care was being compromised. As one phys
to stop this before someone is killed."
 
Initiated and managed a survey of VA physicians conducted by a national polling firm that 
gathered
formulary’
effects.
 
Produced an extensive briefing binder documenting the quality of care problems w
national formulary that supported advocates’
practices.  The materials in this binder also 
adverse events from the VA’s therapeutic substitution practices.
 
Worked directly with Members of Congress, Congressional staff and other all
and challenge the 

Outcome:  Established 
that increased formulary access within VA health system.
 
Members of 
to study the effects of VA’s access restrictions on the quality of care.  These studies 
documented the VA’s problems in monitoring and evaluating quality issues and problems 
related to their natio
Committee about the implications of these studies for the quality of care for Veterans.
 
Tens of millions of dollars of sales for two of the company’s
and one
many veterans 
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Members of Congress directed the 
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ed to their natio
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ens of millions of dollars of sales for two of the company’s
one of the company’s new 

veterans - saw accelerated formulary adoption and sales.
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adverse events from the VA’s therapeutic substitution practices.
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health system’s actions. 
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